SENT CERTIFIED RETURN RECEIPT WITH AFFIDAVIT
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LARGER PRINT
3230 Cruger Avenue 6B
Bronx, New York 10467
December 20, 2011
Acting Commissioner of Police
Thomas C. Krumpter

Nassau County Police Department
1490 Franklin Ave,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501
Dear Police Commissioner Krumpter:
I write this letter with respect to the attached 2 complaints. One dated December 2, 2011 and
the other dated November 27, 2011. A police report number is needed for the November 27,
2011 criminal complaint written regarding the murder of my sister Myra Snyder Scott by doctors
at North Shore hospital. I am a witness to the crimes and I seek that what was done to my sister
will never happen again. In addition I seek a criminal report number for the death certificate as it
exemplifies the issuing of a false certificate, NYPL 175.40.
The death certificate is attached as exhibit 1, to the attached notarized criminal complaint dated
11/27/11. The doctor’s license number is missing on the death certificate. The death certificate
was not supposed to be issued without the doctor’s license number. Please forward the police
report numbers documenting and investigating the criminally insane murder of my 51 year old
healthy sister, as well as, police report numbers for the criminal death certificate pursuant to:
1. ISSUING A FALSE CERTIFICATE NEW YORK PENAL LAW 175.40
2. SCHEME TO DEFRAUD IN THE FIRST DEGREE; NYPL 190.65
3. OFFERING FALSE INSTRUMENTS FOR FILING IN THE FIRST DEGREE, NEW YORK PENAL LAW
175.35

Please send the police report numbers as soon as possible. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Miriam Snyder
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ADDITONAL SECONDARY FELONIOUS/SUSPICIOUS MURDER FACTS

Myra Snyder Scott's Killing and George Scott's
Participation in the Killing
http://www.scribd.com/doc/76333691/Myra-Snyder-Scott-s-Killing-and-George-Scott-s-Participation-in-theKilling?secret_password=1unlgw8u8kfxeftha3p6
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Nassau County Internal Affairs, Officers Obstruct Criminal Report Filing Procedures: Myra Snyder Scott
Felonious/Suspicious Death
http://www.scribd.com/doc/74494525/Nassau-County-Internal-Affairs-Officers-Obstruct-Criminal-Report-FilingProcedures-Myra-Snyder-Scott-Felonious-Suspicious-Death
3230 Cruger Avenue 6B
Bronx, New York 10467
December 2, 2011
Office of Commissioner of Police,
Nassau County Police Department,
1490 Franklin Avenue
Mineola, NY 11501
516-573-7100
Email compliment@pdcn.org
Internal Affairs Unit,
Nassau County Police Department,
1490 Franklin Avenue,
Mineola, NY 11501
complaint@pdcn.org
NC Police Internal Affairs Unit: 516-573-7120
NC District Attorney’s Office, Special Investigations : 516-571-2100
NYS Attorney General, Civil Rights Division: 1-800-771-7755
Eric Holder, US Attorney General, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, 202 616-2278
U.S. Department of Justice, 1 202 616 0762
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
Eric Schneider, Attorney General, nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov
http://www.ag.ny.gov/online_forms/email_ag.jsp
NYS Attorney General
200 Old Country Road, Suite 240,
Mineola, NY 11501
Tina Stanford, Chairperson cvbinfo@cvb.state.ny.us
NYS Crime Victims Board, State of New York Executive Department
1 Columbia Circle Ste 200
Albany, New York 12203

Re: Officer Jiannaras Badge Number 896 and LT Cipola, Badge 293, Obstruction of Procedure for
Filing a Police Report, Malicious and non-Procedural Denial of Crime Report Number for the
Felonious and Suspicious Killing and Death of Myra Snyder Scott While She Was at North Shore
Hospital, Willful Violations of Nassau County Police Department Mission Statement via
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EFFECTIVELY NOT RESOLVING PROBLEMS OF THE COMMUNITIES AND NOT PROTECTING
LIFE,
Dear Police Commissioner Thomas C. Krumpter, Internal Affairs Director, US Attorney General,
Eric Holder, NYS Attorney General Eric Schneider and Tina Stanford:
I write this complaint regarding the obstruction of the procedure for filing a police report
regarding the homicide and suspicious killing of my 51 year old sister Myra Snyder Scott at North
Shore Hospital on November 21, 2011. Please note a criminal complaint documenting the conspiracy
to murder crimes inflicted on my sister was written and faxed on November 17, 2011. The fax
receipts are in the report. Please see exhibit 5 in the attached witness affidavit notarized
November 30, 2011. Nothing was done to stop the suspicious death of my sister despite the
paper trail documenting the premeditated hospital murder under the disguise of patient care.
Foremost, November 30, 2011 pursuant to police procedure, I hand delivered a witness statement
affidavit in the jurisdiction in which a homicide/ suspicious death occurred. My sister Myra
Snyder Scott was killed at North Shore Hospital in retaliation to a same day hospital
administration complaint filed regarding an organized medical effort to disable and kill my sister
under the disguise of an illness that is not the primary cause of death as noted on the death
certificate.
November 30, 2011 I went to the Patrol Division Nassau County Police Department at
100 Community Dr, Manhasset, NY. I had two witnesses with me. One was Myra Snyder
Scott’s elderly mother. We met with Officer Jiannaras badge number 896 and Lieutenant
Cipola badge number 273. Both officers refused to launch an investigation into the homicide
and suspicious death/killing of my 51 year old healthy sister who was 6 days at North Shore
Hospital and who had no previous devastating medical history.
The officers gave no lawful, procedural or reasonable cause to not launch an investigation into
the murder/suspicious death/killing of my sister. I did everything required under the law to
have this suspicious death, homicide, and conspiracy to murder case investigated. I put
together a witness statement affidavit documenting the facts. Please see the criminally
disregarded hand delivered affidavit on the link below:
Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder Scott by North Shore Hospital Hit Men/Killers
Acting as Doctors
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73887132/Wrongful-Death-and-Killing-of-Myra-Snyder-Scott-byNorth-Shore-Hospital-Hit-Men-Killers-Acting-as-Doctors-Doctors
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Additionally, this report included several exhibits, 2 emphasizing the below crimes. I submitted
a fraudulent death certificate with no license number for the doctor verifying death and
falsified medical records advancing the conspiracy to murder Myra Snyder Scott. These false
instrument exhibits required the need for a criminal report. The death certificate in and of
itself exemplifies the below crimes:

4. ISSUING A FALSE CERTIFICATE NEW YORK PENAL LAW 175.40
5. SCHEME TO DEFRAUD IN THE FIRST DEGREE; NYPL 190.65
6. OFFERING FALSE INSTRUMENTS FOR FILING IN THE FIRST DEGREE, NEW YORK
PENAL LAW 175.35
The officers gave no lawful reason to not enforce the above penal laws of the land. The
officers told me to contact a lawyer. I told them I did and the lawyer told me to get a police
report. I was criminally denied what my dead sister and my family are entitled to, a criminal
report documenting her murder and the above noted fraud based death certificate crimes.
We seek an effective and fair investigation and ultimately the arrests of the perpetrators of
this murder, hospital torture inflicted on my sister and the death certificate and medical
records scheme to defraud crimes.

This criminal report number denial obstructs the very mission statement of this police force
and it obstructs procedures for getting a police report. Please see exhibits 2 and 4. Above all,
these police practices demise every protection built in public safety.
The police officers were unconscionably silencing documented conspiracy to murder, homicide
suspicious death, hospital administration and life insurance racketeer and corruption and filing and
issuing false instrument crimes and we the family seek correction. I seek a criminal report number
and a fair investigation on behalf of my suspiciously killed sister and on behalf of public safety.
North Shore Hospital has a criminal end of life killing division that may be working with life
insurance policy benefit scammers. The killers/doctors who kill and the facilitators of the crimes,
require investigation. There is a killing script being followed and this script needs to be
investigated. My sister who had healthy organ parts was murdered within 6 days at North Shore
Hospital in my presence. I was with my sister the last three days of her life because I could not
leave her at the hospital because of the life-killing measures inflicted on her.
The false instrument death certificate, specifically, the death certificate without a doctor’s
license number, exemplifies that these deadly eugenic crimes are being infiltrated, ordered, and
emulated from the top under documented criminal false instrument administration as noted here:
Warrant for Arrest Jonathan Lippman Holder In Due Course False Instruments Administration
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/28183019/Elder-Abuse-Warrant-for-Arrest-Jonathan-Lippman-Holder-In-DueCourse-False-Instruments-Administration
and
http://www.scribd.com/doc/56411707/REGIONAL-KILLERS-BOYDEN-GRAY-NYS-CHIEF-CRIMINAL-ANDJUDGE-JONATHAN-LIPPMAN-ACTIVE-MEMBERSHIP-IN-A-SUBVERSIVE-ORGANIZATION-WITHSPECIFIC-INTENT-TO-K

In closing, the perpetrators and programmers of this homicide disguised as patient care are
multifaceted. This new modernized money laundering hospital administration usurped killing program
must be investigated before another innocent spouse or person is killed behind this readymade
hospital killing program.
I should not be pitted to file this report against two officers because they refused to do their
job; specifically they refused to refer this suspicious felonious death/killing to the homicide squad
as required. This should not be happening in America. I have no interest in anything other than a
fair investigation into the suspicious death and killing of my sister Myra Snyder Scott. Above all,
this is sought on behalf of public safety as hospitals are being used as killing playgrounds.
To all who read this, please remember the life you save may be your own. Please do your job on
behalf of public safety as no one is exempt from this unregulated hospital administration ordained
killing program. Until these type hospital administration killing programs are stopped, only God can
protect one. Stay under the protection of the Most High God, and do your job. Please enforce
the Nassau County Police Department mission statement and protect the lives of we the people.
Please do not let the police department be used for silencing already documented criminally insane
murderous eugenic hospital administration crimes programmed from the top of the judiciary. My
entire family has been attacked and or killed behind the attempted silencing of these NYS
judiciary led criminal and deadly hospital administration usurpation crimes. Please see the
reference section. Please help expose and stop these deadly, eugenic, hospital administration, use
of hospitals as killing centers, and life insurance money laundering crimes.
Please mandate and enforce the Nassau County Police department’s mission statement with respect
to integrity, fairness, and police reporting procedures. Please make the procedures for filing a
police report accessible to all the officers and the public so these silencing murder crimes will be
stopped and not be implemented under the disguise of police report writing discretionary
enforcement.
I look forward to a full homicide and suspicious death crime report number as my sister and family
are entitled to such. I am making a complaint regarding the above officers pursuant to the email
instructions detailed at:
http://www.police.co.nassau.ny.us/pubserve/Compliments%20and%20Complaints.pdf.
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EXTRA SIGNATURE PAGE
I look forward to the needed suspicious death crime report number and officer corrections
regarding their obstruction of procedures for filing a crime report. I should not have been sent
away from the Manhasset Police Department on November 30, 2011 with nothing but a suspicious
death. I look forward to hearing from the Nassau County Police Department. If further
information is needed, please let me know. I have attached 4 Exhibits. They are:
1. Nassau County Homicide Squad
2. Procedure for Filing a Police Report

3. Email: Criminal Report: Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder Scott by North Shore
Hospital Hit Men/Killers Acting as Doctors
4. http://www.scribd.com/doc/73887132/Wrongful-Death-and-Killing-of-Myra-Snyder-Scott-byNorth-Shore-Hospital-Hit-Men-Killers-Acting-as-Doctors-Doctors
5. Nassau County Police Department Mission Statement
I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Miriam Snyder, Suspicious/felonious Death/Killing and
Conspiracy to Murder Witness, MSED
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REFERENCES:

AN INNOCENT EDUCATOR’S PLIGHT FOR FREEDOM FROM THIS DOCUMENTED
EUGENIC ASSASSINATION PROGRAM AND ITS TARGETING AND MURDER OF
HER FAMILY MEMBERS
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER CRIMINAL REPORT REFERENCES:
http://endorganizedcrimetoday.blogspot.com/2010/07/comprehensive-criminal-justiceagency.html
ELDER ABUSE AFFIDAVITS
http://endorganizedcrimetoday.blogspot.com/2010/07/may-19-2010-notarized-criminalreport.html
CRIMINAL AFFIDAVITS FILED WITH THE NYC POLICE, US SENATORS, NYS GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, US
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, AND FBI REGARDING REGIONAL KILLERS BOYDEN GRAY AND JONATHAN
LIPMAN DEADLY, CONFLICT OF INTEREST, LAW DEPARTMENT CRIMINAL USURPATIONS, REGIONAL
KILLINGS AND HOMELAND TERRORISM ATTACKS, UNDER THE DISGUISE OF PLAUSIBLE
DENIABILITY.
http://www.scribd.com/people/documents/3967500-prayer-warrior
Main Web Site
http://www.endorganizedcrimeuniverse.com/page7.html
COMPREHENSIVE WEB SITES:
http://docs.google.com/View?docid=dgfd2t36_185crmbxgdp

June 2011, Unregulated Medical Stalking and Criminal Eugenic Murder of My Father While Crime
Victim Protection Sought and Criminal Charges Exist: Toxic Breathing Machine
http://www.scribd.com/doc/56969690/NYS-Crime-Victims-Board-June-2011-Ongoing-andUnregulated-Crimes-Medical-Stalking-and-Killing-of-My-Father-Attempted-Killing-of-MyMother-While-C
and
http://www.scribd.com/doc/57144091/John-Snyder-s-Funeral-Obituary-Public-Good-ScientistMedically-Stalked-and-Killed-Toxic-Breathing-Machine
APRIL 2011 CRIMINAL REPORT APPEALING FOR AN END TO 10 YEARS OF DOCUMENTED AND
UNREGULATED ATTEMPTED MURDER PROGRAMMINGS VIA OBSTRUCTION OF THE RULE OF LAW,
FINANCIAL RAPPING'S, STATUTORY TENURE OBSTRUCTIONS AND EUGENIC PROGRAMMINGS

http://www.scribd.com/doc/55998946/Notarized-NYS-Crime-Victim-Tort-Affidavit-May-20-Criminal-Justice-AgencyReports-FREE-ONLINE-READING
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Notrzd Criminal Rept w Recpts Eric Chu Criminal Dental Microchip Injection and Boyden Gray Name Aligned Tainted
Drugs: Eugenic Conspiracy to Murder Initiation Phase 1
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24519760/Notrzd-Criminal-Rept-w-Recpts-Eric-Chu-Criminal-DentalMicrochip-Injection-and-Boyden-Gray-Name-Aligned-Tainted-Drugs
JUNE 12, 2010 DOCUMENTED AND UNREGULATED ATTEMPTED MURDERS: CRIMINAL AFFIDAVIT
FILED WITH 72 EXHIBITS POSTED AT:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/32937398/June-12-2010-NYS-Crime-Victim-Protection-Affidavit-In-Support
MAY 19, 2010 NOTARIZED CRIMINAL REPORT REGIONAL KILLER JONATHAN LIPPMAN ELDER ABUSE
INFLICTIONS ON MY MOTHER AND HARRASSMENT REPLICATIONS TO SILENCE HIS CRIMINAL
TRESPASS AS A NYS JUDGE, NO OATH OF OFFICE
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31711323/Notar-Cr-Rept-Jonathan-Lippman-NYCHA-Elder-Abuse-Law-DeptUsurpations-Using-Paycks-As-Pledge-To-Enjoin-In-Harrassment
MAY 17, 2010 LETTER TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM DOCTORS REGIONAL KILLER JONATHAN LIPPMAN
CRIMINALLY INSANE ELDER ABUSE INFLICTIONS ON MY FATHER AND CRIMINAL LAW DEPARTMENT
USURPATIONS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31503536/Faxed-May-17-2010-Letter-to-the-Emergency-Room-Doctors
MAY 16, 2010 REGIONAL KILLER JONATHAN LIPPMAN CRIMINALLY INSANE ELDER ABUSE
INFLICTIONS ON MY FATHER
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31476684/May-16-2010-Induced-Hospitalization-of-My-Elderly-Father-Again
MAY 6, 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT NOTAR W RECPTS REGIONAL KILLERS GRAY AND LIPPMAN CRIMINAL
REPLICATED USURPATION MONTEFIORE HOSPITAL DAD DISGUISED KILLING AND HARASSMENT OF
ME BY SECURITY
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30996286/Notar-w-recpts-Regional-Killers-Gray-and-Lippman-CriminalReplicated-Usurpation-Montefiore-Hospital-Dad-Disguised-Killing-and-Harassment-of-me-By-Sec
MAY 4, 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT NOTARIZED W CER RECPTS KILLERS LIPPMAN & GRAY NYVNS FOOD
POISOINING, INDUCED HOSPITALIZATION & TORTURE ELDERLY FATHER
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30810371/Notarized-w-Cer-Recpts-Killers-Lippman-Gray-NYVNS-FoodPoisoining-Induced-Hospitalization-Torture-Elderly-Father
EXHIBIT: APRIL 22, 2010 REGIONAL KILLER JONATHAN LIPPMAN CRIMINALLY INSANE ELDER ABUSE
INFLICTIONS ON MY MOTHER CRIMINAL LOG/JOURNAL WITH REPORTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30330721/Public-Daily-Log-of-Regional-Killer-Jonathan-Lippman-Revenge-ElderAbuse-Crime-Inflictions
EXHIBIT: APRIL 15, 2010 JONATHAN LIPPMAN NYS KILLER AND JUDGE NO OATH OF OFFICE
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30496366/Killer-Judge-Jonathan-Lippman-No-Oath-of-Office-on-File-NYSDepartment-of-State
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CRIMINAL REPORT SUMMARY APRIL 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30146261/Descriptions-Criminal-Affidavits-For-The-Crimes-of-April-13-2010Parts-1-2
CRIMINAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS APRIL 16 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30035223/Notar-w-Recpts-Jonathan-Lippman-Criminal-Use-of-Visiting-NurseService-to-Imposture-NYPD-Investigator-To-Coerce-Create-Criminal-Contact-btwn-Snyder
CRIMINAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS APRIL 13, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29873851/Ntrzd-w-Recpts-Jonathan-Lippman-Use-of-Criminal-Cult-Like-NYCPolice-Officers-For-a-Medical-Set-Up-Initiate-A-Disguise-Kill-Via-False-Statements-C
CRIMINAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS APRIL 8, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29600237/Regional-Killers-Lippman-Gray-Attempted-Murder-of-My-ElderlyMother-Daily-Criminal-Trespass-Terrorism-18-U-S-C-%C2%A7-1028-Fraud-Identification
CRIMINAL REPORT APRIL 8, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29532753/Lippman-Gray-Revenge-Elder-Abuse-Apt-Trespass-Stolen-MoneyOrder-Resurrected-Ck-Criminally-Insane-Psychological-Operation-that-has-Killed
CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS APRIL 8, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29411628/Notarized-W-Rcpts-Police-Report-Attack-on-My-Mother-AptBurglary-Finances-Theft-Furniture-Appliances-Sabotage-Poisonings-April-4
LAWFUL PUBLIC OFFICIAL OATH AND BOND REQUEST
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29514579/Lawful-Humble-Demand-For-Jonathan-Lippman-s-Certified-Oath-ofOffice-and-Bond-Number-W-Certified-Receipts-March-2010

CRIMINAL EXHIBIT: NYS JUDGE AND KILLER JONATHAN LIPPMAN NAME ALIGNMENTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29276061/Gray-Lippman-Step-By-Step-Guide-Creating-Children-AssassinsVaccine-Induced-Infectious-School-Age-Populations
CRIMINAL EXHIBIT: NYS JUDICIAL IMPOSTURES
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29171567/New-York-Stub-Fernando-Tapia-Judicial-Imposture-W-872-OtherNY-Stubs
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CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS MARCH 28, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/29074990/CERTIFIED-W-RECPTS-CRIMINAL-REPORT-FEDERALEDUCATION-GRANT-CRIME-RING-MASS-KILLINGS-INFESTATIONS-SCHOOL-REFORM-DEFRAUDTHE-UNTITED-STATES-TREASON
CRIMINAL EXHIBIT: JONATHAN LIPPMAN'S DEADLY WEAPONRY EXPERIMENTATION COURT $
CRIMINAL RESEARCH INFLICTED ON YOUTH!
http://www.scribd.com/doc/28643168/JONATHAN-LIPPMAN-S-DEADLY-WEAPONRYEXPERIMENTATION-COURT-CRIMINAL-RESEARCH-INFLICTED-ON-YOUTH
CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS MARCH 16, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/28443726/Criminal-Report-Jonathan-Lippman-Bond-Number-Oath-of-OfficeCourt-Entrapment-Patterns-Treason-Defraud-USA-Certified-Receipts-and-Notarize
CRIMINAL REPORT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS SNYDER'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW RE JUDICIAL CRIMES
IN THE COURTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/28277070/Memorandum-of-Law-Jonathan-Lippman-Holder-in-Due-CourseRaqueteer-and-Corruption-Enterprise
Elder Abuse & Warrant for Arrest Jonathan Lippman Holder In Due Course False Instruments Administration
MARCH 10, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/28183019/Elder-Abuse-Warrant-for-Arrest-Jonathan-Lippman-Holder-In-DueCourse-False-Instruments-Administration
MARCH 10, 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT
http://www.scribd.com/doc/28133968/JONATHAN-LIPPMAN-APPOINTED-MULTIPLE-IDENTITIESFERNANDO-TAPIA-TO-CRIMINALLY-ACT-AS-MEMBER-OF-THE-NYS
MARCH 9, 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT
http://www.scribd.com/NEW-YORK-STATE-COMMISSION-ON-JUDICIAL-CONDUCT-RESPONSE-TO-18USC-1341-JUDICIAL-FRAUDS-AND-SWINDLES-NYS-COURTS/d/28068707
MARCH 6, 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT JUDICIAL IMPOSTURE SAYS RULES ARE NOT TO BE FOLLOWED IN
THE COURT
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27912602/Judicial-Trespass-Hitman-Fernando-Tapia-Treason-Defraud-CreditCard-Judgment-Creation-Defraud-the-United-States
CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS MARCH 6, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27870016/CRIMINAL-REPORT-NYS-REGIONAL-KILLINGS-JONATHANLIPPMAN-AND-TAPIA-COURT-CRIMES-JUDICIAL-IMPERSONATIONS-DEFRAUD-JUDGMENTCREATIONS-TO-DISGUISE-KIL
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CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS FEBRUARY 27, 2010
NOTARIZED W RECEIPTS MOTION TO DISMISS SHARINN $ LIPSHIE REPLICATED THIRD PARTY
CREDIT CARD FRAUD $ FALSIFIED AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27557491/Notarized-W-Receipts-Motion-to-Dismiss-Sharinn-LipshieReplicated-Third-Party-Credit-Card-Fraud-Falsified-Affidavit-of-Service
CRIMINAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS FEBRUARY 24, 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27391464/Notarized-Criminal-Report-Elder-Abuse-Inquiry-Into-NYC-BombingEmployee-Recruitments
AND
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27202597/Premeditated-NYC-Regional-Killing-Preparations-Are-in-PlaceDisaster-Management-Recruitment
FEBRUARY 21, 2010 CRIMINAL EXHIBIT ATTACHMENT:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27165519/NYS-Chief-Judge-and-Satanist-Jonathan-Lippman-and-RegionalKiller-Boyden-Gray-Name-Alignments
FEBRUARY 10, 2010 CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/26655766/NY-Chief-Judge-Jonathan-Lippman-Use-of-NYS-Courts-forREVENGE-Documented-Replicated-Criminal-Fraud-Obstruction-of-the-Rule-of-Law-and-Criminal-Insa
EXHIBIT:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/26545859/Jonathan-Lippman-Boyden-Gray-SHARINN-LIPSHIE-PC-ContinuedNYS-Fraud-on-the-Courts-See-description
JANUARY 2010 CRIMINAL REPORT: ECONOMIC ASSASSINATION AND OBSTRUCTION OF THE
JUDICIARY, CRIMES FROM THE TOP, THE OBSTRUCTION OF THE RULE OF LAW, DEMON CONTROL
http://www.scribd.com/doc/25139721/NYS-Commission-on-Judicial-Conduct-Response-Letter-and-NameAligned-Judicial-Criminal-Report-Jan-2010
DECEMBER 28, 2010 CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/25139721/NYS-Commission-on-Judicial-Conduct-Response-Letter-and-NameAligned-Judicial-Criminal-Report-Jan-2010
DECMBER 26, 2009 CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24519760/Notarized-Criminal-Report-w-Receipts-Dental-Inoculation-andDeadly-Name-Aligned-Tainted-Drugs-Rendered-November-2009
DECEMBER 16, 2009 CRIMNAL REPORT AFFIDAVIT W CERTIFIED RECEIPTS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24194347/Criminal-Complaint-2-New-Disguised-KillingProjects-NYCHA-AptGassing-Water-Poison-New-Foreclosure-Fraud-Judgement-Clause-to-Induce-Atrocities
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DECEMBER 9, 2009: INDUCED HOSPITALIZATION OF MY ELDERLY MOTHER IN RETALIATION TO
DOCUMENTING REGIONAL KILLER BOYDEN GRAY'S CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY . BUT GOD!
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24061097/Criminal-Report-w-Receipts-Gassed-Mind-Controlled-InducedHospitalization-of-My-Elderly-Mother-the-Day-Before-My-Father-Was-To-Be-Discharged-From-A
CRIMINAL REPORT W CERTIFED RECEIPTS NYS REGIONAL KILLING LIPPMAN AND GRAY:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/23699927/Notarized-w-Receipts-NYS-Venom-Drugs-and-Bombing-CriminalReport-December-4-2009
NOVEMBER 26, 2009 DENTAL INOCULATION ATTEMPTED MURDER OF ME
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24519760/Notarized-Criminal-Report-w-Receipts-Dental-Inoculation-andDeadly-Name-Aligned-Tainted-Drugs-Rendered-November-2009
OCTOBER 22, 2009 CRIMINAL REPORT: INDUCED HOSPITALIZATION AND ATTEMPTED MURDER OF MY
FATHER
http://www.scribd.com/doc/21679517/Criminal-Report-October-23-2009-Regional-Killer-Boyden-GrayAttempted-Murder-of-My-Father-w-Certified-Receipts-Mass-Murder-Plans-Poison-in-My-Ho
OCTOBER 30, 2009 CRIMINAL REPORT: INFECTIOUS DISEASE INTERMIXING AND CRIMINAL
DISSEMINATIONS
http://www.scribd.com/doc/21944210/Notarized-Copy-of-the-October-30-2009-Criminal-Report-NIHInfectious-Disease-Mixing-Altered-Medicines
CRIMINAL REPORT: THE CRIMINAL EXTERMINATION OF QUALIFIED AND COMPETENT EDUCATORS
AND NYS STATUTORY TENURE OBSTRUCTIONS:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/32405085/REGIONAL-KILLERS-LIPPMAN-GRAY-NYS-STATUTORY-TENUREOBSTRUCTIONS-CRIMINAL-LAW-DEPT-USURPATIONS-INDUCED-POVERTY-TO-ADVANCE-KILLINGS
WELL FINANCED REGIONAL KILLING LEGISLATION THAT NEVER WENT TO CONGRESS! BEST OF TV
PAGE 37 CRIMINAL FRAUD
http://www.scribd.com/doc/23653348/Defraud-Legislation-Deadly-Genet...
SERIAL KILLER BOYDEN GRAY NAME ALIGNED TORTURE AND DISGUISED KILLINGS
http://mirsny.googlepages.com/SERIALKILLERBOYDENGRAYAPRIL242009TOR.pdf
THE OBSTRUCTION OF THE RULE OF LAW:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24308974/THE-OBSTRUCTION-OF-THE-RULE-OF-L...
CRIMIAL REPORT 10/30/09

http://prayerwarriorsneeded.googlepages.com/INTERNETCOPYOCT31NOTARIZEDWITHCERTIF.pdf.
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EXHIBIT 1

Commanding Officer
Detective Lieutenant
John Azzata

The Homicide Squad is responsible for investigations
involving homicide, felonious or suspicious deaths, suicide
and accidental death. The command is also tasked with
assisting other units with the investigation of suspicious
and/or unusual incidents as deemed necessary by the Chief
of Detectives.

http://www.police.nassaucountyny.gov/homicide.htm
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EXHIBIT 2
Procedure for Filing a Police Report
http://www.ehow.com/way_5157245_procedure-filing-police-report.html


Print this article

FBI Badge and Gun
While it is an unfortunate fact, almost everyone will become a victim of a crime at some point in his or her life. Being
victimized is stressful, and the daunting task of filing a police report can make things even more so. A little advanced
preparation can make filing a police report a much easier process. Here are some strategies to help make the
process easier. It is important to remember that filing a false police report is a crime.

1. Know Whom to Contact
o

A police report has to be filed in the jurisdiction in which the crime occurred. For most people this isn't an issue, as
many people are victimized in or around their homes. If you are victimized while on vacation or even in another part
of your own city, you must file the report where the crime occurred.

Know Your Facts
o

Before you file the report, take a few moments to collect your thoughts and gather any information that will be
important to the police. It often helps to take a few minutes and write down exactly what happened so you can have
a clear picture to report. If you are a victim of a theft, for instance, make a note of how the thieves may have
entered, and try to have as much information about what was stolen as you can. The more information you have
ahead of time, the more effective the police will be in helping you.

Know Your Contact Information
o

Gather any financial information, contact information and insurance information the police may need. If there were
any witnesses to the crime, try to have contact information for them as well.

Know How to File the Report
o

Several law-enforcement agencies will allow the reporting of crime online. Look up the department where you have
to file the report and see whether you can do that. If you prefer, you can always file a police report over the phone or
in person at the department. If you file online or over the phone, an officer will likely come and meet you in person to
examine the crime scene and finalize the report.

Know Your Case Number
o

After the report has been filed, make sure you get your case number. You will need this number to follow up on the
investigation. You will also likely need to give the number to your insurance agency if you want to file a claim.
Finally, the case number is necessary to request a copy of the report. While it is free to file a report, you will have to
pay to get a copy.
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EXHIBIT 3

From: MIRISNI@aol.com
To: complaint@pdcn.org
Sent: 12/1/2011 9:51:50 P.M. Eastern Standard Time
Subj: Criminal Report: Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder Scott by North Shore

PLEASE READ THE BELOW MURDER WITNESS AFFIDAVIT. I WILL BE WRITING
A COMPLAINT AGAINST OFFICER JIANNARAS BADGE 896 AND LIEUTENANT CIPOLA
FOR NOT INVESTIGATING A DOCUMENTED MURDER AND THE PATTERN AND
PRACTICE OF MURDERS AT NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL. I HAND DELIVERED THE
COMPLAINT TO THE AAPPROPRIATE JURISDICTION AND THEY WERE ORDERED TO
SILENCE THIS MURDER BY NOT INVESTIGATING AND OR GIVING ME THE
APPROPRIATE CRIME REPORT NUMBER. MY SISTER IS DEAD BEHIND THESE TYPE OF
TOP DOWN ORGANIZED CRIMES. INTERNAL AFFAIRSS COMPLAINT TO FOLLOW. ON
BEHALF OF PUBLIC SAFEY AND ENDING THE USE OF HOSPITALS AS HIT CENTERS,
I SEEK A COMPETENT AND FAIR INVESTIGATION, NOTHING MORE OR LESS.
THANK YOU.
Criminal Report: Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder Scott by North Shore
Hospital Hit Men/Killers Acting as Doctors
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73887132/Wrongful-Death-and-Killing-of-Myra-Snyder-Scott-byNorth-Shore-Hospital-Hit-Men-Killers-Acting-as-Doctors-Doctors
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EXHIBIT 4

Nassau County Police Department Mission Statement
OUR MISSION:
To serve the people of Nassau County and to provide safety and improved quality of life in our communities
through excellence in policing.
OUR VALUES:
LOYALTY
We care about the people and the communities we serve.
We are proud of the Department and the services we provide.
We recognize the importance of all Department members and treat each other with fairness, loyalty, and respect.

INTEGRITY
We obey the law and respect the human dignity of all people.
We are committed to honesty and ethical behavior in all our actions.
We accept individual responsibility and accountability for our actions and decisions.

FAIRNESS
We are dedicated to protecting the rights of all people.
We believe all people deserve impartial and effective service from the Department.
We are committed to fairness, strength, respect, and compassion in our interactions with the people we serve.

EXCELLENCE
We are committed to excellence in the service we provide.
We are committed to excellence in the communities we serve.
We are committed to excellence in our personal performance and professionalism.
OUR VISION:
A statement of the expectations we have for the Department and ourselves as members of the Department
THE DEPARTMENT AND COMMUNITY -- In our vision for the future of the Department and the
Community we strive to:




 Maintain and enhance the confidence and trust of the people we serve.
Continually strengthen and expand the partnerships between the police and the communities we serve.
More fully involve the community in identifying problems, developing solutions, and establishing relevant
Department priorities and policies.
 Effectively resolve problems of the communities we serve while protecting life and property.
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THE DEPARTMENT AND SERVICE -- -- In our vision for the future of the Department and its
services, we strive to:



Maintain and enhance the Department's tradition of excellence in police service to the community.
Recognize the need for change aimed at developing innovative, effective and cost-effective ways to
deliver police service and to resolve problems.
 Seek community feedback and input on the quality and effectiveness of police services.
 Continually pursue excellence.

THE DEPARTMENT AND ITS MEMBERS -- In our vision for the future of the Department and its
members we strive for:



 Involvement of all members at all levels in identifying and resolving problems.
Dedicated, well trained, well equipped, and well led members achieving excellent results through
excellence in policing.
 Professional development for each member of the Department.
 Mutual respect among all Department members
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AFFIDAVIT: Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder Scott by North Shore Hospital Hit
Men/Killers Acting as Doctors
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73887132/Wrongful-Death-and-Killing-of-Myra-Snyder-Scott-by-North-ShoreHospital-Hit-Men-Killers-Acting-as-Doctors-Doctors

11/27/11
President Obama, president@messages.whitehouse, FAX 202 456-2461
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Amy Gutmann, Ph.D.
Presidential Commission on Bioethics
425 New York Avenue, NW
Suite C-100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 233-3960, phone
(202) 233-3990, fax
info@bioethics.gov

New York City Police Department
Commissioner Raymond Kelly
One Police Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10007
fax: 212-374-0265
Organized Crime Control Bureau: 1-888-374-DRUG
NYPD Switchboard:
1-646-610-5000
Patrol Division Nassau County Police Department
100 Community Dr Manhasset, NY 11030
(516) 573-6600
New York State Department of Health
Office of Professional Medical Conduct
433 River Street, Suite 303
Troy, NY 12180-2299
opmc@health.state.ny.us, op4info@mail.nysed.gov,

Eric Holder, US Attorney General, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, 202 616-2278
U.S. Department of Justice, 1 202 616 0762
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
FBI New York, ny1@ic.fbi.gov
26 Federal Plaza, 23rd Floor
New York, NY 10278-0004
Phone: (212) 384-1000
Fax: (212) 384-4073 / 4074
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US Senator Schumer, senator@schumer.senate.gov
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
FAXED TO: 212 486-7693 and 202 224-6542
Andrew Cuomo, NYS Governor, Emailed to: http://www.governor.ny.gov/contact/GovernorContactForm.php
State of New York, State Capitol
Albany, NY 12224
Eric Schneider, Attorney General info@andrewcuomo.com, http://www.ag.ny.gov/online_forms/email_ag.jsp
NYS Attorney General
120 Broadway
New York City, NY 10271
Bill DeBlasio, NYC Public Advocate, Gethelp@Pubadvocate.Nyc.Gov, jdavila@pubadvocate.nyc.gov
1 Centre Street
New York, New York 10007
Rose Gill Hearn NYC Commissioner, http://www.nyc.gov/html/mail/html/maildoi.html
80 Maiden Lane
New York, NY 10038
212-825-5900
Tina Stanford, Chairperson cvbinfo@cvb.state.ny.us
NYS Crime Victims Board, State of New York Executive Department
1 Columbia Circle Ste 200
Albany, New York 12203

RE: NOVEMBER 21, 2011 MURDER OF MYRA SNYDER SCOTT BY HIT MEN DOCTORS
OPERATING OUT OF NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL AS PALLIATIVE CARE MEMBERS,
NORTHSHORE TORTURE AND SLAUGHTER OF MY SISTER MYRA SNYDER SCOTT BY THE
UNSUPERVISED AND UNREGULATED PALLIATIVE UNIT AT NORTHSHORE
HOSPITAL,CRIMINAL DISABLEMENT OF MYRA SNYDER SCOTT’S VOCAL CORDS, CRIMINAL
MEDICAL MALICIOUS DISABLEMENT OF ALL ABILITIES TO TOUCH, FEEL, AND SPEAK,
CRIMINAL CHEST DRAIN TO INDUCE CRITICAL CARE STATUS TO STOP HER FROM GETTING
TO HER HOME, MYRA SNYDER SCOTT’S LAST 3 DAYS ON EARTH AT NORTHSHORE
HOSPITAL, KILLERS, CONSPIRATORS, AND PARTICIPANTS: MICHAEL FRANKENTHALER,
DANA LUSTBADER, NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL RESPIRATORY DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
PROGRAMMERS, DR. HUANG, RENDERED LETHAL HEART INJECTION, MICHAEL
FRANKENTHALER, VICIOUS, MALICIOUS, AND PSYCHOPATHIC MORPHENE SOLICITING
DOCTOR ACTING UNDER THE DISGUISE OF PALLIATIVE CARE, KILLERS AND DOCTORS,
HUANG, FRANKENTHALER, BATASH, SURAJ SOOKHU AND PATRICIA LONDIS OF CIGNA
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HEALTH MANAGEMENT, THE INVISIBLE MEDICAL DIRECTOR WHO DENIED NEEDED HEALTH
CARE SERVICES TO A TRANSFER SITE, YET APPROVED SERVICES AT HIT SITE
BROOKHAVEN, DOCTORS ACTING AS KILLERS ADMINISTERING LIFE INSURANCE POLICY
ORDERED MURDER,
Dear Public Officials:
I write this criminal report seeking an investigation and the arrest of the doctors involved in the
murder of my healthy sister Myra Snyder Scott while at North Shore Hospital for less than 6
days. She was admitted November 15, 2011 and was killed November 21, 2011 by documented
criminal doctors acting as paid hit men.
Please note I was with my sister Myra Snyder Scott the last three days of her life at North
Shore Hospital. I was afraid to leave her because of the conspiracy to murder prioritizations I
witnessed regarding the malicious, torturous, slaughterhouse, and deadly medical and psychological
care induced on her. Myra Snyder Scott was killed by the criminal medical conditions inflicted on
her and not by any disease. While in the hospital, she was slaughtered, tortured, mind controlled
and killed by doctors acting as hit men.
Myra Snyder Scott was brought to North Shore Hospital on November 15, 2011. She was bought
to the hospital because a tainted/poisonous antibiotic had been given to her at Brookhaven
Rehabilitation Center. Myra was at Brookhaven Physical Therapy Rehabilitation center previously
because Myra was given some poison which paralyzed her. She was given some juice and
immediately after drinking such her legs were disabled. She was not able to walk. This is how she
was initially induced into the hospital.
She was induced into the hospital because of the leg paralysis consistent with being poisoned.
Please see exhibit 4, paragraph 2. It was alleged that Myra had cancer. She was dealing with
such holistically. Cancer was not the problem. She had such under control. However, cancer was
the medical excuse used for this respiratory torture and disguised killing program she was
criminally put in.
November 15, 2011 Ms. Snyder-Scott was escorted to North Shore hospital by her mother, son,
sister and husband George Scott. Again, she was given an antibiotic that had poisonous effects on
her. This induced her into North Shore Hospital.
Myra Scott was in fairly well condition when we brought her to North Shore Hospital. The
antibiotic administered to her had a poisonous effect and gave her an upset stomach. Myra was
left in the emergency room with her son. George Scott picked up her son and left her alone.
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Again, Myra Scott was in good condition when we left her in the emergency room on November 16,
2011.
In the midst of this hospitalization, Myra noted that falsified medical records were recorded at
Brookhaven Rehabilitation Center. These records stated that Myra had renal failure, a condition
she never had. Myra was hospitalized at North Shore Hospital, 6th floor Renal failure division
based on the attached falsified Brookhaven Rehabilitation medical records. The Brookhaven
falsified medical report is attached as exhibit 2.
Saturday November 19, 2011 I visited my sister, Myra Snyder Scott. Her medical condition was
horrific. She was medicated to the point of no coherence. She was administered anxiety
medicines by a black unidentified nurse practitioner who said she worked with Dr. Batash. The
anxiety medication had my sister pull off her clothes while sleeping. This had never happened
before. The anxiety pills were administered to my sister to exploit, torture, dehumanize and
antagonize.
Because of this reckless regard for medicating patients, I decided to stay the night with my
sister. I stayed with my sister and noted her food trays were piling up. Myra was not eating. She
was given a medication that cut her appetite. I say such because when she was brought to North
Shore on November 15, 2011, she had an appetite.
November 19, 2011 I was feeding my sister. Myra Snyder Scott was again overly medicated. Her
hands, speech, and all ability to communicate were criminally disabled. This was not the condition
we bought her into this facility. I asked what happened. I was told to speak to her doctor, Dr.
Batash.
Dr. Batash’s solution to Myra’s medically induced communication disablement was a new medication.
He ordered Myra Snyder-Scott some medicine that sabotaged her hemoglobin.
It was alleged that Myra’s blood levels went down immediately after this new medicine was
administered. A swat team of emergency response actors came to the room. Everyone injected
Myra Snyder Scott. Six blood transfusions were administered two at a time. One guy cut a whole
on her side while in the room and claimed her lungs needed to be drained. He committed surgery
while she was in bed. She was induced into critical condition.
After this malicious and unwarranted emergency response blood transfusion, lung drainage, and
injection mongering, was conducted, I was told Myra’s lungs collapsed. Please note all of this
happened while I was attempting to feed Myra. Myra was basically unfed, but not near death.
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The bottom line with the above emergency response team actions was that Myra Snyder Scott’s
mouth was covered up with a mask and she was again made unable to eat.
The six unwarranted blood transfusions, the lung drainage, and the massive amounts of injections
were all part of a script. This was an emergency script created to put a mask on Myra to create
conditions where she could not eat. The murder goal at this point was to have Myra’s body shut
down via no food and no water. The mask was a front used to facilitate the no food no water
murder plan.
Dr. Batash and the other conspirators were trying to have Myra’s body shut down under the
disguise of cancer, when in reality she was being starved and thirst to death. The above
emergency script was implemented to induce Myra into a critical condition effectuating the use of
a breathing mask, to stop her from eating to expedite the body shut down murder plan.
Above all, the above noted emergency response team slaughter of Myra Snyder Scott was ordered
and administered to stop Myra Snyder Scott from going home as a hospice patient. In order to
criminally keep Myra in the hospital, the emergency response team slaughtered Myra to create
critical conditions requiring hospitalization. This hospital was acting as if Myra Snyder Scott was
attached to the hospital. The doctors criminally worked together and criminally created critical
care conditions to stop Myra from leaving this hospital.
The entire medical staff acted as if there was a guaranteed payment or order for killing Myra
Snyder Scott. They acted as if the killing of Myra Snyder Scott was a prioritized done deal and
she could not and was not going to be released by any means necessary. At this point I felt like
calling the police and reporting the witnessing of a conspiracy to murder. I regret I did not call.
All efforts were made to end the life of Myra Snyder Scott and this conspiracy to murder was led
by the Palliative team.
There was an organized medical effort to kill Myra Snyder Scott at this point. This criminal
effort was led by the palliative care team. All of my questions were being directed to them. The
palliative team acted as a paid hit team/conspiracy to murder team. The palliative team operated
as a criminal mafia hit man organization operating under the disguise of end of life care. The
Palliative team members operated as if they were above the law. They operated as if they have
killed and have been killing under multiple disguises unregulated for a long time.
The palliative team ordered the above noted induced trauma and no eating mask script. They
ordered morphine to take my sister to the other side. I had to fight continuously with Killer
Michael Frankenthaler. While my sister was incapacitated, he jerked her and said, are you ready
to end this suffering now?. Take the morphine. I begged him to leave Myra Snyder Scott alone
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and he would not. He said take the morphine and get it over Ms. Scott. He also told her, she had
a do not resuscitate and she should use it and end the very suffering the palliative team had
ordered. I was traumatized.
Michael Frankenthaler acted in a most repugnant, inhumane, unprofessional and uncivilized manner.
He acted like he was the hit man he was. I asked him to please detach from this case and he
refused. Other workers insisted, on his removal and finally he left. Please note, Mr.
Frankenthaler’s actions were so life threatening and dangerous to Myra Snyder Scott’s life, I had
gone down to the hospital administration office to report him and his attempted murder to kill
Myra Snyder Scott.
In response to my complaint, a Dr. Lustbader was sent to my sister’s room. Dr. Lustbader told me
she was from ICU. Only to find out later, she too was from the palliative end of life, conspiracy
to murder unit. My sister’s last three days at North Shore hospital was full of deceptions,
slaughter, induced sleep deprivation x-ray tactics, torture and pure evil. My sister was forced to
have a most horrific WRONGFUL death at North Shore Hospital because the palliative team
doctors are killing innocent people without constraint and under the disguise of terminal illness.
Myra Snyder Scott was slaughtered by the North Shore hospital hit team doctors. North Shore
Hospital has a criminal entity. Innocent targets are placed in specific parts of North Shore
Hospital to be killed. Myra Snyder Scott was placed in room 623 Monti of North Shore hospital
and she was faced with a concentrated effort to murder her. I witnessed unbelievable
concentrated, organized killing administration under the disguise of patient care.
When the above emergency response scam was finalized, over 75 people had injected, cut her,
transfused blood and rendered services to my sister, all to put her into a critical condition and to
stop her from eating by putting on a mask and to stop her from leaving the hospital.
My sister was put in a disguised killing respiratory program led by killers disguised as palliative
doctors. Myra Snyder Scott was given a mask with gas that furthered destroyed her ability to
talk and stopped her from eating.
I witnessed this hospital criminally create conditions to kill my sister. The bottom line is North
Shore Hospital 6th floor wanted Myra Snyder Scott dead. All efforts were designed to kill Myra
Snyder Scott. This concentrated killing effort was exemplified in full force by the Palliative killing
team. Myra Snyder Scott had no chance to live while at North Shore Hospital. She was
slaughtered under the disguise of patient care, while basic necessities, like food and water were
being criminal denied by criminal hospital administration and lawless medicating design.
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Every time, I asked for a doctor to explain to me the unsupervised surgeries and medical services
rendered to Myra Snyder Scott, and the no food

, the palliative team members were assigned

to me. I found this strange. The Palliative team was in charge of this murder plan.
This team administers the killer medicines for the respiratory department and the emergency
response team is used to inflict havoc to inject and cut under the disguise of an emergency.
Myra Snyder Scott was tortured, slaughtered and criminally set up to not be able to be discharged
on a home hospice program. I was with Myra Scott three days before she was killed. I could not
leave her because of the scripted, murderous treatment I witnessed being inflicted on her. Her
husband, George Scott who has a multimillion dollar life insurance policy on her was not there.
Myra was assaulted by North Shore’s palliative, emergency response and respiratory teams until
she was killed. Please note on November 20, 2011 an Asian doctor named Dr. Huang said she had
to fix a stence line that was placed in Myra’s chest. Huang said this line was placed in her chest
so blood could be drawn more easily. She said the stench line was touching Myra’s heart. Dr.
Huang looked at me and said, Myra is a do not resuscitate candidate. I am sorry it has to be like
this and she too injected Myra Scott and tampered with her heart under the disguise of fixing a
previous doctor’s stence line error.
Dr. Huang’s behavior was hit man material. She tampered with my sister’s heart under the disguise
of a previous doctor’s error and then left for the night. My sister had never had any heart
problems. The following day, Myra Snyder Scott was killed via an alleged cardiopulmonary arrest.
Killer Huang induced a time released heart attack on my sister and killed her.
During Myra Snyder Scott’s last three days on earth, I witnessed firsthand North Shore hospital,
disguised killing program. I witnessed the administration of over 75 injections by unknown alleged
workers. I witnessed no medical supervision and coordination over my sister’s health. I witnessed
several after midnight induced sleep deprivation malicious x-rays of the lungs, which thereafter
effectuated an alleged lung collapse. I witnessed non-safe surgical cutting into Myra Snyder
Scott’s lungs, disguised as chest draining, which effectuated lung collapse. I witnessed the medical
assault and induced murder of my sister Myra Snyder Scott. I witnessed people on a payroll from
all over the hospital enjoining in this murder under the disguise of hospital administration.
Multiple people were assigned to slaughter, administer medications, bring in all types of torturous
respiratory masks and inhalants, yet no one would feed or order an IV for nutrition for Myra
Snyder-Scott. The goal was to kill her under the disguise of natural starvation body shut down and
to blame this premeditated induced starvation body shut down on the alleged cancer.
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In addition, I witnessed escalated torture, change of medicine crimes, and intensified attempted
murder tactics as I met with the at home hospice people. I met Mary Ellen Williams of the
Hospice Care Network. Despite the maliciously induced intensified medical conditions inflicted on
my sister, I was trying to keep her alive by getting her out of the conspiracy to murder end life
zone I had just witnessed.
I was making arrangements to get her either transferred back to Long Island Jewish Hospital or
home with her family. New inhalers were being sent into the room with no reason or cause for
changing her current inhalers. Injections were being administered at a peculiar rate. Medicine and
injections were used as threats to stop patient transfers out of North Shore Hospital.
There was a concentrated and organized criminal effort to disable Myra Snyder Scott from leaving
the hospital. Finally, after meeting with in home hospice people and arranging for Myra Snyder
Scott to be with her family, three new nurses came to clean Myra Snyder Scott. One slaps Myra
on the alleged collapsed lung under the disguise of turning her, the other nurses are pulling and
tugging. Finally, Myra’s oxygen utensil on her nose falls out and appears to be off and Myra
appears to stop breathing. No effort was made to put the oxygen back in her nose, no effort is
made to resuscitate her. Myra did not have a heart attack.
A nurse yelled out, she is not breathing. The door was closed. I was left outside and Myra was
made to look like she was dead. No doctor pronounced her dead. No pulse was taken. Myra was
probably still alive and put in the morgue to freeze to death under this criminally insane New York
state medical facility disguised killing program.
What I witnessed was beyond a nightmare. I was traumatized. I witnessed a hospital ordained
criminally insane murder of my sister. I witnessed the criminal workings of a bought out medical
staff disguised as the end of life palliative team. These people are the orchestrators and
administrators of a well designed, criminally insane, life insurance killing plan. These killers are
working together from the top to kill targeted life insured innocent people. Their behaviors were
money hungry gangsta style. The palliative team members have acted like killers on a payroll
seeking to kill for more money.
Myra Snyder Scott had no chance in North Shore Hospital. The priority was the killing of Myra
Snyder Scott under the disguise of terminal cancer, while she was being injected with terminal
cancer agents, infested with bad blood, assaulted by lethal injections and killed by a premeditated
induced heart attack. Please see exhibit 1, the erroneous and fraud based Myra Scott death
certificate, criminally listing the induced heart attack as a natural cause.
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Prior to the alleged death of Myra Snyder Scott, November 21, 2011 I met with the in home
hospice agent. I appealed to please let the family take Myra Snyder Scott home. Every step to
get Myra home was criminally sabotaged. This hospital acted like they wanted Myra’s body parts
by any means necessary. The hospital acted like no matter what Myra had to be killed.
Please note that the murder of my sister was prioritized at the Health Insurance Policy level too.
Cigna Health management was criminally used to hold my sister hostage in the murder circle,
specifically at Brookhaven Rehabilitation Center.
November 15, 2011, before coming to North Shore Hospital, Myra was getting ready to transfer
to Woodcrest Rehabilitation Center because Brookhaven Rehabilitation Center gave her bed sores,
cold showers, induced pneumonia symptoms, and was used as the programmed attempted murder
site. Please see an example here:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/72440469/Disguised-Eugenic-Attempted-Murder-of-Sister-HeparinInjection-Poisoning-and-After-Effects?secret_password=1md0dqftzl9w82fyrchp
CIGNA Health Management stopped Myra’s transfer without reason or cause. Cigna Health
Insurance held Myra hostage to Brookhaven to make sure she was administered the tainted
antibiotic. The Cigna Health insurance conspirator was Lynn Dellinger, RN and case manager. It
was within Myra Snyder Scott’s patient rights to transfer and this precertification health
management company worked against its very own rules, to stop Myra from going to an independent
medical facility. The hit to kill Myra Snyder Scott was prioritized again. The obstruction of the
rule of law administration was being used to hold Myra hostage to specific medical facilities that
were prioritizing her killing.
In addition to the above crimes, Myra Snyder’s valid and lawful Health proxy form was criminally
disregarded to advance the killing of Myra Snyder Scott. I submitted Myra’s signed health Proxy
form. Please see exhibit 3 attached. This form was signed by her and witnessed by family. It also
stated that alternative resuscitation measures were allowed in emergency situations.
In order to void out the above noted lifesaving Health proxy form, North Shore Hospital had a
doctor coerce a premeditated Do Not Resuscitate/ DNR signature out of my sister. It was this
DNR that the doctors used to let Myra die when the medicine given to her stopped her breathing.
Please note the doctor’s DNR had no family or witness signature. The doctor exploited Myra when
she was incapacitated. He got her signature on a new Health Proxy form under duress and used
such for her premeditated murder. This criminal health proxy also allows for North Shore Hospital
to steal Myra Snyder Scott’s body parts.
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My sister is dead because of unregulated criminally insane deadly eugenic crimes. Please note Myra
Snyder Scott stopped breathing because of criminal and unregulated air quality controls put in her
oxygen. Myra was never pronounced dead nor was her pulse taken. Because of such, I believe
North Shore’s criminal and killing End of Life palliative Hit Team, used the respiratory resources
to put Myra in a coma.
They knew Myra was still alive, but we did not. They took her body to the Morgue and froze her
to death and thereafter took her body parts. North Shore Hospital is operating in a most sadistic,
inhumane, eugenic, satanic and criminal manner.
Please note Myra was killed right after I met killer and gangster Michael Frankenthaler. This is
the man that tried to give Myra morphine when she was incapacitated. This man is operating in a
most ruthless and reckless manner. He is a public safety threat. He arranged the air quality
controlled killing of my sister in front of my elderly mother and I. Frankenthaler behaviors require
supervision.
I seek an investigation and several arrests for the criminally insane medical facility enjoinment and
ruthless murder of Myra Snyder Scott.
Myra Snyder Scott was wrongfully killed. The doctor induced cardiopulmonary arrest noted on
Myra Snyder Scott’s death certificate is a disguise for criminal doctors killing innocent patients
for personal gain.
These doctors wrongfully killed a decent, honorable, and God spirited woman and they will suffer
the ramifications for this. A part 2 of the criminal report is forth coming. This part will detail
Myra Snyder’s Scott’s story detailing how she was poisoned and paralyzed, which was key for the
criminal inducement into the hospital. Furthermore, such criminal report will detail the psychological
and isolation operations induced on her to advance her killing.
Finally, the part 2 criminal report will appeal for the arrest of all conspiracy to murder
participants on behalf of public safety and the safety of her children. Please see exhibit 4, which
is a reading story detailing exact paralytic and deadly situations and motives inflicted on my sister.
The doctors noted in this criminal report are destroying North Shore Hospital by acting as medical
hit men and women. They have and are criminally killing innocent people under multiple medical
errors and disguises. Something must be done to stop the palliative team end of life unregulated
induced wrongful deaths as inflicted on Myra Snyder Scott.
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On behalf of public safety, the life of Myra Snyder, and human rights, we seek an end to the
unregulated wrongful medical killing of innocent people. For the record, Myra Snyder Scott was
killed because North Shore hospital has a respiratory and palliative doctor enjoined money
laundering killing program. The doctors are the murderers who killed Myra Snyder in this matter.
The next criminal report will detail the conspirators involved in this conspiracy to murder Myra
Snyder Scott via the induced paralysis which induced her into the hospital and placed Myra’s life in
the hands of killer doctors.
I am more than qualified to write this criminal report because I was with Myra the last three days
of her life at North Shore Hospital. Additionally, I am more than qualified to write this criminal
report because when I lived in Rochester New York a union president put a medical killing hit on
me. The union president had medical contacts/killer doctors in the University of Rochester Medical
Center waiting for me. I was criminally poisoned with LSD, but for the grace of God, I did not
end up in the hospital.
Because God is all sovereign and knew this report would need to be written, I was preserved,
saved, and rescued from the union led induced hospitalized medical hit and killing program. God
stopped me from getting to the hospital and because of such I am alive today. I am very familiar
with the disguised medical killing program inflicted on my innocent sister Myra Snyder Scott.
The people running the program at the top are useless money hungry Satanists who brought this
program to downstate New York, after being emulated for years in the above noted Rochester
Hospital. North Shore Hospital did not have these killing programs previously. They were brought
in via the below linked exhibit. http://www.scribd.com/doc/56411707/REGIONAL-KILLERS-BOYDENGRAY-NYS-CHIEF-CRIMINAL-AND-JUDGE-JONATHAN-LIPPMAN-ACTIVE-MEMBERSHIP-IN-ASUBVERSIVE-ORGANIZATION-WITH-SPECIFIC-INTENT-TO-K
These in-house medical killing programs are multifaceted. There is the deadly pathogen
administration program. There is the toxic air quality control torturous respiratory program. There
is the criminal slip in lethal injection under the disguise of emergency response programming.
There is the induced trauma placement program where the induced trauma victim is placed in the
infectious disease department. There is the induced sleep deprivation program. There is the noise
campaign program. There is the no food and no water body shut down program. This is usually
administered in ICU and the patient is starved to death under the disguise of being fed via the
IV.
Myra Snyder Scott’s life will not be taken in vain, killers acting as doctors and programming the
killing of innocent people will be prosecuted. Killers and doctors, Huang, Frankenthaler, Batash,
Suraj Sookhu and Patricia Londis of Cigna Health Management, the Invisible Medical Director who
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Denied Needed Health Care Services to a Transfer Site, Yet Approved Services at Hit Site
Brookhaven, all need to be arrested. These are some of the doctors involved in the conspiracy to
murder Myra Snyder Scott. We seek the arrest of each one for his/her participation in the
medical and or management services which led to and effectuated the murder of Myra Snyder
Scott.
In closing, I have attached more erroneous medical records. Attached, you will find a certificate
of death for Myra Scott. The proper name is Myra Snyder Scott. Please note the missing license
number for Suraj Sookhu. Please note the falsified cause of death as natural causes. There is
nothing natural about doctor injection induced cardiopulmonary arrest.
I am asking everyone concerned about the wrongful death of Myra Snyder Scott, to please contact
the below offices and demand an investigation into the wrongful killing of Myra Snyder Scott by
North Shore Hospital doctors. The Killing of Myra Snyder Scott had nothing to do with cancer,
and everything to do with a premeditated cold blooded in house doctor murder.
Again, Myra Snyder Scott was criminally killed via a doctor induced disease she has never had,
coupled with a doctor only witnessed do not resuscitate order. In your letter, please demand that
hospitals enforce the laws of humanity, by requiring a doctor to pronounce someone dead if they
are dead and taking the pulse of the alleged dead person. This did not happen for Myra. No one
officially pronounced her dead and her pulse was not taken.
I believe Myra Snyder Scott was criminally induced into a coma, placed to freeze to death in the
morgue, and was injected to induce the alleged cardiopulmonary arrest. Please demand a full
investigation into the 6 day stay and killing of Myra Snyder Scott while at North Shore Hospital.
Please help stop these eugenic, criminally insane crimes. Please mandate an end to the use of
hospitals as hit centers to kill off innocent people who have been criminally induced into the
hospital. Please send a copy of all letters to: mirisni@aol.com or call 516 642 6007.
Andrew Cuomo, NYS Governor, Emailed to:
http://www.governor.ny.gov/contact/GovernorContactForm.php
State of New York, State Capitol
Albany, NY 12224
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EXRA SIGNATURE PAGE WITH LARGER PRINT
Eric Holder, US Attorney General, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, 202 616-2278
U.S. Department of Justice, 1 202 616 0762
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
Sincerely,

Miriam Snyder, Witness, Sister, Health Care Proxy and Human Rights
Advocate

AFFIRMATION
On the ______ day of November 2011, I, Miriam Snyder, hereby affirm that the above
statements in this Murder Report Affidavit are true, correct and summarize the conspiracy to
murder crimes my sister Myra Snyder Scott endured, particularly during her last 3 Days on earth.
I hereby further affirm that the basis of these statements is my own direct knowledge,
experience, and historical facts involved. My sister was criminally tortured, slaughtered, and killed
by North Shore Hospital Hit Men disguised and acting as Doctors. I seek their arrests and an
end to this unregulated conspiracy to murder top down organized crime hospital administration
medical crimes and use of medical facilities as criminally insane torture and five sense disablement
murder playgrounds. My sister Myra Snyder Scott suffered and was killed beyond words behind
these medical conspiracies to murder crimes. This affidavit and the exhibits attached verify the
truth in my sworn statements. All of my statements are true and correct.
_________________________________
Affiant
Dated:
Phone: 516 642 6007
Affirm before me _________, day of ___________, 2011
Notary Signature____________________________
Commission Expires: Seal

SEE ABOVE NOTARIZED PAGE
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Exhibits Attached:
1. Myra Scott Falsified And Erroneous Certificate Of Death, Listing An Induced
Cardiopulmonary Arrest As A Natural Cause
2. Brookhaven Rehabilitation Falsified Medical Records: Renal Failure Fraud
3. Criminally Disregarded Health Care Proxy Witnessed By Family Members Which Would Have
Save Myra’s Life If Enforced
4. Marie Hilley, The Perfect Mother And Wife: Killer Spouse Paralyzes and Kills Spouse For
Insurance Money, Similar Paralytic And Deadly Motives Used For The Wrongful Death Of
Myra Snyder Scott
5. 11-17-2011 Letter To North Shore Hospital Documenting Conspiracy To Murder Crimes

References:
UPDATED: Most High God Stop the Conspiracy to Murder Induced Hospitalization My Sister
Criminal Paraplegic Creation
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73097837/UPDATED-Most-High-God-Stop-the-Conspiracy-toMurder-Induced-Hospitalization-My-Sister-Criminal-Paraplegic-Creation

Brookhaven Rehabilitation Center NY, Participation in Conspiracy to Murder My Sister Regional
Killer Gray and Lippman Usurps
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73095070/BrookHaven-Rehabilitation-Center-NY-Participation-inConspiracy-to-Murder-My-Sister-Regional-Killer-Gray-and-Lippman-Usurps
Disguised Eugenic Attempted Murder of Sister, Heparin Injection Poisoning and After Effects
http://www.scribd.com/doc/72440469/Disguised-Eugenic-Attempted-Murder-of-Sister-HeparinInjection-Poisoning-and-After-Effects?secret_password=1md0dqftzl9w82fyrchp
BROOKHAVEN REHABILITATION PARTICIPATION IN CONSPIRACYTO MURDER

REPLICATED

ORDERED SECURITY HARASSMENT, ENDANGER INDUCED HOSPITALIZED SISTER
http://www.scribd.com/doc/72700181/REPLICATED-ORDERED-SECURITY-HARASSMENTENDANGER-INDUCED-HOSPITALIZED-SISTER?secret_password=2gxdevr2map0s4epgpu5
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 3 CRIMINALLY DISREGARDED MYRA SNYDER SCOTT HEALTH
PROXY THAT COULD HAVE SAVED HER LIFE
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EXHIBIIT 4 IS A
GREAT TRUE STORY ABOUT THE POISONING, INDUCED PARALYSIS, AND KILLING OF A
SPOUSE FOR INSURANCE MONEY, SINCE UNREGULATED KILLER REPEATS THE CRIMES ON
HER VERY OWN CHILDREN, GOOD EXAMPLE OF MIND CONTROL AND DEMONISM
PROGRAMMING
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EXHIBIIT 4
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EXHIBIIT 4
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EXHIBIT 5
POSTED AT:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73097837/Most-High-God-Stop-the-Conspiracy-to-Murder-Induced-Hospitalizaion

3230 Cruger Avenue 6B
Bronx, New York 10467
11-17-2011
Patient Care Specialist
North Shore University Hospital
300 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
Dr. Zui Bataash,
516 876-4100
North Shore University Hospital
300 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
Elizabeth Gorowski, APRN
North Shore University Hospital
300 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
Re: Patient Myra Snyder Scott, Poisonous Medicines Deteriorating Her Health, Erroneous
Diagnosis on Brookhaven Rehabilitation Center Medical Records, Myra Snyder Scott has
Never Had Renal Failure, Chronic Constipation, Liver or Heart Problems, or Blood Clotting,
Please Investigate Medicines Given To Her as her health Status has No Reason to Be
Declining and She Appears to Be Poisoned: http://www.scribd.com/doc/73097837/Most-High-God-Stopthe-Conspiracy-to-Murder-Induced-Hospitalization-My-Sister-Criminal-Paraplegic-Creation

Dear Doctor Batash and Nurse Gorowski:
My name is Miriam Snyder. I am Myra Snyder Scott’s sister and Health Care Proxy. I
write this letter regarding the above and the non-explainable deteriorating health
condition and pain and suffering status I saw my sister in on 11-17-2011.
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Foremost, I commend North Shore for outstanding medical services in the past. I have
had other love ones here and they left in better condition than we brought them in. To
this end, this letter is written out of concern and to stop any unknown enjoinment.
11-15-11, we the family bought Myra Snyder Scott to this hospital because she was given
an antibiotic at Brookhaven Rehabilitation that disagreed with her health status. In fact it
was this antibiotic that induced her to the hospital. We were seeking a transfer out of
Brookhaven. The transfer was miraculously stopped. The antibiotic was given to her and
she became very sick after the antibiotic. We brought her here for recovery from the
antibiotic that disagreed with her system.
We look forward to a rapid discharge to a different rehabilitation center. We seek
nothing else.
Please note, at Brookhaven, we the family had just requested that she be taken off of
Heparin because it was worsening her condition. Immediately after being taken off of
Heparin, her health status improved greatly. The swelling in her legs had diminished and
the poisoning look was gone.
About two days after seeing these miraculous recovery results, Brookhaven told her she
had an infection and the antibiotic was given to her and induced her into this facility.
While the ambulance was present, we requested a copy of her health records because
there was mentioning of diagnosis she did not have. We were given a one page copy of her
diagnosis and it was totally erroneous.

There was mentioning of renal failure, chronic constipation and other diagnosis she did not
have. This was alarming. The erroneous diagnosis copy was given to her husband George
Scott. I will forward a copy of this erroneous Brookhaven Myra Snyder Scott medical
report later, when I retrieve it from him.
Consequently, the purpose of this letter is to make sure Myra Snyder Scott is not being
treated for any wrong, falsified or erroneous, diagnosis, specifically the ones noted on the
Brookhaven report. Again, Myra Snyder Scott has never had any renal, kidney, liver, and
or heart problems. Her vital signs were always very good. The only vital organ that has
recently been problematic is her lungs.
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Her legs were disabled under a phenomenon. Myra Snyder Scott was not a paraplegic
before September/October 2011. She was given something to drink and thereafter her
legs were disabled. This is how she was induced into the hospital, not because of her
lungs.
She was made unable to care for herself. She was made unable to shower. The miraculous
disabling of her legs is what induced her into the hospital, not her lungs. She was not
grossly sick when we initially brought her to the hospital.
Every attempt Myra has made to get off of medicine has been obstructed under a
phenomenon. She just got off of Heparin injections, had improved tremendously, and a
newly erupted non verified infection erupted, requiring antibiotics. She was just about to
transfer to a new rehabilitation facility to expedite her walking recovery. This was
stopped due to the newly created infection requiring an antibiotic.
We the family love Myra Snyder Scott tremendously. It appears that some type of
conspiracy to murder her is in place and I do not want this hospital involved in it. For this
reason, I am asking that the exemplary doctors that treated my family here previously be
called into this matter to see why my healthy 51 year old sister health status is being
tampered with in a deadly fashion.
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Xc: President Obama, president@messages. whitehouse, FAX 202 456-2461
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Eric Holder, US Attorney General, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, 202 616-2278
U.S. Department of Justice, 1 202 616 0762
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
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Washington, DC 20530-0001
US Senator Schumer, senator@schumer.senate.gov
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
FAXED TO: 212 486-7693 and 202 224-6542
Andrew Cuomo, NYS Governor, Emailed to:
http://www.governor.ny.gov/contact/GovernorContactForm.php
State of New York, State Capitol
Albany, NY 12224
Eric Schneider, Attorney General, http://www.ag.ny.gov/online_forms/email_ag.jsp
NYS Attorney General, 1212 416 8074
120 Broadway
New York City, NY 10271
Bill DeBlasio, NYC Public Advocate, Gethelp@Pubadvocate.Nyc.Gov,
jdavila@pubadvocate.nyc.gov
1 Centre Street
New York, New York 10007
Tina Stanford, Chairperson cvbinfo@cvb.sta

te.ny.us

NYS Crime Victims Board, State of New York Executive Department
1 Columbia Circle Ste 200
Albany, New York 1220
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References:
UPDATED: Most High God Stop the Conspiracy to Murder Induced Hospitalization My
Sister Criminal Paraplegic Creation
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73097837/UPDATED-Most-High-God-Stop-the-Conspiracy-toMurder-Induced-Hospitalization-My-Sister-Criminal-Paraplegic-Creation

BrookHaven Rehabilitation Center NY, Participation in Conspiracy to Murder My Sister
Regional Killer Gray and Lippman Usurps
http://www.scribd.com/doc/73095070/BrookHaven-Rehabilitation-Center-NY-Participation-inConspiracy-to-Murder-My-Sister-Regional-Killer-Gray-and-Lippman-Usurps

Disguised Eugenic Attempted Murder of Sister, Heparin Injection Poisoning and After
Effects
http://www.scribd.com/doc/72440469/Disguised-Eugenic-Attempted-Murder-of-Sister-HeparinInjection-Poisoning-and-After-Effects?secret_password=1md0dqftzl9w82fyrchp

BROOKHAVEN REHABILITATION PARTICIPATION IN CONSPIRACYTO MURDER
REPLICATED ORDERED SECURITY HARASSMENT, ENDANGER INDUCED HOSPITALIZED
SISTER
http://www.scribd.com/doc/72700181/REPLICATED-ORDERED-SECURITY-HARASSMENTENDANGER-INDUCED-HOSPITALIZED-SISTER?secret_password=2gxdevr2map0s4epgpu5

Notar w recpts Regional Killers Gray and Lippman Criminal Replicated Usurpation
Montefiore Hospital Dad Disguised Killing and Harassment of me By Security
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30996286/Notar-w-recpts-Regional-Ki/llers-Gray-andLippman-Criminal-Replicated-Usurpation-Montefiore-Hospital-Da
Killing-and-Harassment-of-me-By-Sec
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d-Disguised-
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EXHIBIT 6
BROOKHAVEN REHABILITATION CENTER
ATTEMPTED MURDER TACTICS: HEPARIN INJECTIONS
3230 Cruger Avenue 6B
Bronx, New York 10467
November 11, 2011
Dr. Khanina
Brookhaven Rehabilitation & Health Care Center
250 Beach 17th Street
Far Rockaway, New York 11691
Faxed to: 718 327 2097 and 718 327-5708
Patient: Myra Snyder Scott, Heparin and Health Status Decline
Dear Dr. Khanina:
I write this letter with respect to my sister and patient at the above facility. Lately, her
health status has declined and we seek a quick recovery. Consequently, the purpose of this
letter is for clarification and speedy recovery of Myra Snyder-Scott.
Foremost, for the record, please note that Myra Snyder Scott has never had any heart
problems in her life. Recently, she has informed us, that heart scans are being conducted
and that a new heart issue has erupted. We, the family are uncomfortable with such,
because she has never had a heart problem.
Also, her energy level has declined and the swelling in her legs has enlarged. Additionally,
she is wheezing, experiencing shortness of breath, having difficulty breathing and
swallowing and is experiencing excessive tiredness. Also, we have noticed a sudden
numbness or weakness on one side of her body. These symptoms are each listed as the
side effects of Heparin. Please see the reference section.
Please note Myra Snyder Scott was home with her disabled legs for a while, was not on
Heparin, did not have clots, or heart problems.
Consequently, we would like to discontinue the use of the every 6 hour injection Heparin so
we can see if its side effects outweigh the benefits of this preventative medication. We
are asking that she be monitored and tested carefully to see if Heparin is causing the
above problems.
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EXTRA SIGNATURE PAGE
If a blood clotting preventative medicine is needed, than an alternative blood clotting
alternative medicine is sought, only if the need arises. Additionally, a pill form medicine
would be preferred over injections.
Myra Snyder came to this location in good spirit, with lots of life, energy, and the
swelling in her legs reduced. The opposite is happening now and we are concerned.
Consequently, we would like the daily Heparin injections cancelled to see if these injections
are causing her these new health problems.
Myra’s legs were disabled under a phenomenon and we seek the enabling of her legs. The
above newly erupted side effects,/health problems are preventing her from doing what is
needed to regain strength in her legs and develop her ability to walk.
Consequently, with great appreciation for all you have done, please get her off of Heparin
daily injections, and let us know if she even needs a blood clot preventer. In the event,
one is needed; please let us know, as an alternative medicine with fewer side effects is
needed. We do not want her on any cheap brand of Heparin that has the documented
capacity to harm her further.
Also, as a public safety precaution, please let us know the manufacturer of the brand of
Heparin she has been administered, as there is a notable change in her health status and
we seek her recovery. We seek nothing more, than her rapid recovery and her health
status in a better state than what it was when we brought her here.
We trust this facility and the professionals, as such this letter is written out of concern
for Myra Snyder as we greatly love and care for her. Again, we seek a rapid recovery and
look forward to her walking again, without the above new health problems.
Please see the attached references on Heparin and its devastating effects. Your time,
professionalism and compassion are greatly needed and appreciated. May God bless and
lead you and this facility. I can be reached at the above address or at 516 642 6007.
Sincerely,
Miriam Snyder, MSED
Sister and Health Proxy
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REFERENCES:
Heparin Blood Thinner Drug Linked to Sudden Deaths; Cheap Ingredients Imported from
Chinese Chemical Factory
Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/022654.html#ixzz1dO0Z07gd
Heparin Blood Thinner Drug Linked to Sudden Deaths; Cheap ...
www.naturalnews.com/022654.html
Feb 15, 2008 – Heparin Blood Thinner Drug Linked to Sudden Deaths; Cheap ... The
truth is that corporations, governments and regulators are all in the ...
Heparin blood thinner caused man to lose his toes, claims lawsuit
www.naturalnews.com/028230_heparin_side_effects.html
Feb 23, 2010 – Heparin is known to cause a severe blood platelet disorder ...
Show more results from naturalnews.com

The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi - YouTube
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqGRL2BQonMAug 11, 2008 - 29 sec - Uploaded by
wisemike1
The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi. wisemike1 39 videos. Subscribe
Alert icon Subscribed. Sign In or Sign Up ...

The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi - LiveVideo.com
www.livevideo.com/video/.../the-truth-about-heparin-from-d.as...Aug 11, 2008
http://www.heparin.feesia.com, michaeladeniyi12, Video Blogs video.

The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi
video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-3791763886294980687Aug 11, 2008 - 29 sec
The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi. 00:28 - 3 years ago. http://
www.heparin.feesia.com http://www.heparin ...

More videos for the truth about heparin »
Not So Fast, Heparin | Closer to the Truth
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www.thennt.com/blog/2011/04/not-so-fast-heparin/
Apr 30, 2011 – A curious reader asked us about our review of Heparin for Acute Coronary
Syndrome. How do we reach a different conclusion than the ...
Viddler.com - The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi ...
www.viddler.com/explore/wisemike1/videos/6/
Aug 11, 2008 – The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael
Adeniyi. ...http://www.heparin.feesia.com. Currently Viewing: The Truth About. ...
Rep. Barton Questions FDA Investigation of Heparin | InjuryBoard ...
sanantonio.injuryboard.com/.../rep-barton-questions-fda-investigatio...
Jan 6, 2009 – The controversy surrounding the drug Heparin has been unfolding
over ...Barton's letter will initiate some discovery into the truth on Heparin. ...
SATYA: The Truth About Heparin From Dr. Michael Adeniyi
satya.magnify.net/video/The-Truth-About-Heparin-From-Dr
Aug 13, 2008 – Video: http://www.michaeladeniyi.com wrote:
http://www.heparin.feesia.com.
Alternative anticoagulant PRP preparation EDTA , Heparin - Bald ...
www.baldtruthtalk.com › ... › Platelet Rich Plasma Therapy (PRP)
2 posts - 2 authors - Last post: Nov 4
Alternative anticoagulant PRP preparation EDTA , Heparin Platelet Rich Plasma Therapy
(PRP)
[PDF]

HIT) Frequently Asked Questions

Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia (

www.pathology.vcu.edu/clinical/HIT_FAQ.pdf
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View
Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia (HIT). Frequently Asked Questions. Roger S. Riley,
M.D., Ph.D. Director of Hemostasis Laboratory. VCU Health Systems. 1. ...

HEPARIN: INDUCED HEART DISEASE
http://www.rxlist.com/heparin-drug.htm

Heparin Side effects: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginfo/meds/a682826.html
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Complete report sent to:
From: MIRISNI@aol.com
To: president@messages.whitehouse, Info@bioethics.gov, opmc@health.state.ny.us, op4info@mail.nysed.gov,
AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, ny1@ic.fbi.gov, senator@schumer.senate.gov, Gethelp@Pubadvocate.Nyc.Gov,
jdavila@pubadvocate.nyc.gov
, cvbinfo@cvb.state.ny.us

Sent: 12/1/2011 4:28:12 P.M. Eastern Standard Time
Subj: Notarized Rpt:Wrongful Death and Killing of Myra Snyder
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